Federal Government Revenue, $347.6m
This is the largest source of restricted revenue on campus, and the largest contributor to Berkeley’s research mission through grants and contract awards. A portion (864m) reimburses the campus for use of facilities and the administration of the grants that support research. This reimbursement comes to Berkeley as Unrestricted Designated Use funds.

Grant and Contract Revenue
Federal, Private & Local and State** sources

Sales and Services of Educational Activities, $93m
Revenue related incidentally to the conduct of instruction or research are derived from public service activities. Examples include revenue for workshops, seminars, educational ticket sales, publications, royalties, license fees, clinical medical services, analytical and testing services, among other services.

Office Revenue, $507.6m State Government, 2008-09
This is the largest portion (44%) of the Unrestricted Designated Use revenue. Out-of-state tuition and fees ($73m) is reported as Unrestricted General Use. Revenues from University Extension classes to the public and degree-granting programs required to be self-sustaining are also included as Unrestricted.

Unrestricted General Use revenue has decreased from 44% of Berkeley’s budget in 2001-02 to 27% in 2008-09.

Source: Berkeley’s Current Funds Revenues for 2008-09 and prior years at: http://controller.berkeley.edu/FINRPTS/